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Orbits of Antichains Revisited 
P. J. CA~RON AND D. G. FON-DEg-F~ASS 
We present here a new treatment of the permutation fof antiehains in ranked posets moving 
the set of lower units of a monotone Boolean function to the set of its upper zeros. Shorter and 
more transparent proofs for some known properties of f are presented. The orbits of f for a 
direct product of three chains are considered in some detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (P, <)  be a finite poset; and cb the set of all monotone Boolean functions (mBf) 
on P, i.e. the functions ~:P---~{0, 1} such that tp(x)~ > tp(y) whenever x >~y. The set 
can be put in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all antichains of P in two 
different ways. Namely, any monotone Boolean function ~p is uniquely determined 
either by the set Z(q~) of its upper zeros, or by the set U(tp) of its lower units. Thus, 
one can define a mapping (in fact, a permutat ion) f :¢ - - ->¢ by the rule U(f(tp)) = 
Z(tp). This permutation was introduced in [2] for P a Boolean lattice; ~nd some 
conjectures on its behaviour were formulated. In the paper [3], these conjectures were 
proved even in a more general setting, and in a stronger form. However, the proofs 
presented, although short, are rather involved and non-intuitive. 
Here we introduce a new approach to the permutation f. We shall present new, more 
intuitive exposition of proofs of the results from [3] (in a slightly more general form); 
and then we shall use the new approach to obtain some information about orbits of 
antichains in direct products of three chains. 
2. A PRESENTATION FOR f AND SOME APPLICATIONS 
Let (P, <) be a poset; let n = IPI. 
First we shall introduce some notation and terminology. 
For x,y e P, we say that x covers y if x > y and there is no z e P such that x > z > y. 
The diagram of P is the directed graph on the vertex set P which contains an arc (x, y) 
if y covers x. 
We shall use the following notation from [3]: 
fo rxeP ,  X~P,  
x T = {y e P l Y covers x}; 
x ~, = {y e P Ix covers y}; 
xt=Uxt ;  
xEX 
x =Ux . 
XEX 
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For q) • qb, let 
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D(q)) = {x e P lx  T z q)-'(1) and x l ~ q)-'(O)}; 
Z(q)) = {x • D(q)) I q)(x) = 0}; 
U(q)) = {x ~ D(q)) I q)(x) = 1}. 
Recall also the definition of the mapping f :  
f :~- -~ • is defined by the formula U(f(q))) = Z(q)). 
Now, let us define some simple transformations of monotone Boolean functions. 
We assocate with each p ~ P a transformation sp : q) ~ q¢' in the following way: 
qr°(x) = q)(x) for x ¢:p;  
qY(p) = 1 - q)(p) i fp  e D(q)) and coP(p) = q)(p) otherwise. 
In other words, this operation changes the function value at p whenever possible, i.e. 
whenever the result again is a monotone function. 
We shall use both notations so(q)) and ~,  depending on the context. For 
composition of these transformation, we shall follow the convention qz °q = (q)P)q = 
s, (sp(q)))  = (sps~)(q)). 
The mappings p so defined are obviously permutations of order 2. Also, sp and Sq 
commute whenever p and q are not adjacent on the diagram of the poser P. Thus, we 
can use the notation sx = s~,...s~,, where X = {x~, . . . ,  x , ,}_  P is an independent set 
of the diagram. 
LEMMA 1. For any linear extension (Pl . . . . .  p,,) of P (where Pl is the least element of 
the extension), and for any q) • ~, the following holds: 
f(q)) =¢',~o. 
PROOF. Let O =f(q0.  For i = 0 . . . . .  n, let q)i be the Boolean function defined by 
q)~(pj) = q)(pj) for j > i; 
q)i(Pj) = ~O(pj) for j ~< i. 
It is enough to prove that, for all i, q~,'_~ -- q)i. 
Note first that each q)i is an mBf. Indeed, if q)i(Pk) = 1 and q)i(Pt) = 0 for some p~, <Pt 
then k<~i<l, and for some x E U(¢)  and y e Z(q))= U(tp) we have x<~pk<pt<~y, 
contrary to the fact that U(~O) is an antichain. 
Thus, we have to consider only the case in which q)~_~(x)=0 for x Epi,[. and 
q),_~(x) = 1 for x • p~ T- But in this case 
(q)(p,) = O) ¢:~ (p, • Z(q))) ~ (p, • U(O)) ¢* (O(Pi) = 1), 
and the lemma is proved. [] 
Now suppose that P can be partitioned into antichains, P = P~ U • • • U P,, in such a 
manner that for i=  1 . . . . .  r -  1 we have P, T ~ P,+l. We will call such P (a weakly) 
ranked poset. This notion is more general than that of ranked poset used in [3]. 
Let si = se,, i = 1 . . . . .  r. By Lemma 1, we have f = sl • • • St; therefore f -~ = sr • • • sl. 
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LEMMA 2. For any permutation tr o f  {1, . . . ,  r}, the permutation o f  monotone 
Boolean functions f,, = s~(,) . . .s , , (o is conjugate to f by some element of  the group 
(s~,. .. , s,). In particular, it has the same cycle structure as f. 
o 
PROOF. The operations ~ and sj commute unless l i - J l  = 1. Hence, in the cyclic 
word s,,o) • • • cr,,(o we can move the symbol s~ clockwise until it stands to the left of s2. 
Then we can similarly move s~ and s2 together until they stand to the left of sa, etc. 
Continuing in the same manner, we can obtain the cyclic word s~s2" • - s~. The lemma is 
proved. [] 
It is not difficult to find a conjugating element for f and f -k  Indeed, let 
X = (S l ' ' ' S r_ I ) (S l  " ' 'S r_2) ' ' "  (S1). 
We have f - , (q : )  = tpo,...~,_,)c,,...~,_~)...ooo,...,,)= tpo,...~,)~ = f(tp)~. 
Let tp~ =f~(~p) and X~ = tpT. 
Then ( . . . .  tp-1, q~o, tpl . . . .  ) and ( . . . ,Z1,Zo,  X_ I , . . . )  are orbits of f Let us call 
these two orbits conjugate. Obviously, they have the same length, say n. Also, it follows 
from the expression for x that, for any i, k, we have 
zile,_k = tPi+kle,_ ¢ 
Thus, for any p ~ P, the sequence of values (tp~(p))~,~,~, is, up to a cyclic shift, the 
sequence (X~(P)),,,~,~, read backwards. There are two easy consequences of Shis fact. 
First, 
Second, 
I{i I ~P~(P) = 1}1 = I{i I X , (P )  = 1}1. 
I{ilp E U(~,3}l = I{ilp ~ U(x,)}l. 
The first equality is immediate. To prove the second equality, note that p E U(~pi) if 
~Pi(P) = 1 and cp~-l(p)= O. Therefore, the left-hand side is equal to the number of 
subwords 01 in the cyclic word OP~(P)),.,i.~,,. The right-hand isde is equal to the number 
of subwords 01 in the cyclic word (~(p)), which is equal to the number of subwords 10 
in OPt(P)), which is in turn equal to the number of subwords 01 in the same word. 
We make one last observation. Let UOp~) = A ~ Pr-k. Then 
Also, since A = Z(tpt-1), we have 
and 
Then for X we have: 
~i  l,,,,_,_, - -  O. 
(P~-' In-k÷, ~ 1, 
~oj_, I~',-k = 1 - ¢~le,_,. 
Zi-k-1 le._,_, -- O; 
Xi-k le._,÷, -- 1; 
ZJ- , - ,  le,_, = 1 - ~, I,*,_,. 
This means that U(Zt-k-0 = Pr-k\A. 
Thus we have proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3. Let P be a weakly ranked poset, and let A c po. Let q~, X E dp(p) be 
such that U(tp)=A, U(z)=PokA; and let 0po=tp, tpl , . . . ,~p,_,)  and (Xo = 
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X, Zz, . . . , Xm-1) be the orbits off .  Then the following holds: 
(a )  n = m.  
(b) For every p E P, I{il q~i(P) = 1}1 = I{ilxi(p) = 1}1. 
(c) For every p ~ P, I{ilp ~ U(¢;)}I = I{ilp m U0fi)}l. 
(d) If, for some k, b, U(q~k) ~ Pb, then U(Z-(k÷b-Q)) = Pb\ U(¢k). 
This is Theorem 1 from [3]; we have proved it here in a very straightforward way, 
and using a weaker notion of ranked poset. 
3. THE GROUP GENERATED BY Sp 
As soon as we have defined the permutations sp, a natural question arises: What can 
be said about the whole group G(P)  generated by them? The following theorem gives 
an almost complete answer to this question. 
THEOREM 4. I f  P is a finite poset with connected iagram, then the group 
G(P)  = (sp lp ~ P) 
contains the alternating roup A~.(p)l. 
I f  P1 , . . . ,  Pk are the connected components of  the diagram of  P, then G(P)= 
G(P,) x . . "G(Pk). 
PROOF. We proceed by induction. Some small cases must be handled directly (we 
will be more precise about this later). Choose an extremal (minimal or maximal) 
element p such that the diagram of P remains connected after deleting p. Without loss 
of generality, we may suppose that p is minimal. Let Q = P\{p}. 
Let F~ = {tp E ~(P)I  tp(p)= i}, i = 0, 1. The set F0 is in one-to-one correspondence 
with ~(Q), and the elements So, q ~ Q, generate the group H, leaving F0 invariant and 
acting on it like G(Q). By induction, G(Q)>>-Al~ I. 
Assume that IFol >/5. Since AiFot is simple and IFol > IFd, the subgroup K of G fixing 
Ez pointwise induces at least Alto1 on Fo. Now Fo U F~" = ~(P), F0 N F~*#~; so the 
subgroups K and K sp generate the alternating or symmetric group on ~. 
The small cases which start the induction are thus those with [Fo[ <~ 4. Since [Fo[ > [QI 
and [P[ = [Q] + 1, we need consider only posets P with [P[ ~<4--they can easily be 
handled. 
The second part of the theorem is obvious, since s, and Sq for p,q from different 
connected components always commute. [] 
The only remaining question is whether, for connected posets P, the group G(P) is 
symmetric or alternating. Clearly it is symmetric if at least one of the Sp'S is an odd 
permutation; and the parity of sp is the same as that of the number of monotone 
Boolean functions on the poset of elements incomparable with p. (By convention, the 
empty poset has one mBf.) In particular, if P contains the largest, or the smallest, 
element p, then sp is a transposition, and G(P) is symmetric. However, we do not have 
a simple criterion. 
What can be said about relations on the generators Sp of G(P)? We have noticed 
already that Ispsql = 2 when p and q are not adjacent. 
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LEMMA 5. Let elements p and q, p < q, be adjacent in the diagram of P. The 
permutation SpSq has order 3 or 6. The order is 3 iff q is the only neighbour of  p greater 
than p, and p is the only neighbour of q less than q. 
PROOF. There are at most 3 monotone Boolean functions on P with any given 
values on P\{p, q}; hence orbits of the permutation x = spsq are of lengths 1, 2 or 3. 
It is easy to see that the function cp such that Z(cp) = {q} lies in an orbit of length 3; 
hence Ixl = 3 or 6. 
If r>p is a neighbour o fp  other than q, then the function ~o such that Z(~p) = {q, r} 
lies in an orbit of length 2. Similarly, if t < q is a neighbour of q other than p then the 
function ~p such that U(cp)={p, t} lies in an orbit of length 2. In both cases, 
Ix1=3"2=6.  
If no such elements r,t exist, then each non-trivial orbit of x is of length 3, and Ixl = 3. 
[] 
So, all relations of the form (SpSq) m = 1 can be directly read out from the diagram of 
P; the group G(P) is a quotient of the Coxeter group of the diagram of P (with the 
number 6 on each edge except hose for which the conditions of the Lemma hold). In 
general, G(P) is not itself the Coxeter group; but this is the case when P is a chain (or 
a disjoint union of chains). The permutation [ then becomes a Coxeter element of 
GCP). 
4. ORBITS OF ANTICHAINS IN 3-DIMENSIONAL LA'I'rlCES 
In some situations, one can find a permutation among those provided by Lemma 2 
which is easier to work with than f. 
Let se be the product of all s~ with i even; and let So be the product of all s~ with i odd. 
Let g = seso. By Lemma 2, f and g are conjugate as permutations of ~. 
THEOREM 6. Let P = [k] × [m] x [n]. Thus: 
(a) l f  n > (k - 1)(m - 1) and p = k + m + n - 1 is prime, then the length of any orbit of  
g is divisible by p. 
(b) / f  k =2, then the length of any orbit of  g (and, hence, also of f )  divides 
k+m+n- l=m+n+l .  
PROOF. We shall consecutively rewrite assertions of the theorem into 
different languages until we find a language in which they become obvious. 
Let e=[k]×[m]X[n]={(a ,b ,c ) l l  <~a<~k, l <~b<~m, l <~c<-n}. 
Let l = se and r = So. Take any mBf X, and define, for any t, 
several 
X2t = X (t')', X2t+l = X (t')'t. 
Thus, X~ = X~- I  and Xn+l = Xt2r 
We begin with representing every function Xt as a 3-dimensional box of size 
k × m × n partially filled with unit cubes, each cube corresponding to a value 1 of the 
function. We view the box as standing on its face k x m, facing us with a k x n face 
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(Figure l(a)); so that the right upper comer of the front face (denoted by O in Figure 
l(a)) belongs to the cube (1, 1, 1)--the minimal element of P. 
Paint all visible upper faces of unit cubes, and also all visible squares of the bottom 
face of the box red. Now, if we look at the box from the direction indicated on Figure 
l(a) by an arrow (the edge OA of length k being the nearest o the viewpoint), we see 
a picture as on Figure l(b): a rectangle of size k x (m + n), some squares of which are 
painted red; m red squares in each of its k columns. The picture satisfies the following 
condition: 
(*) For every i = 1 , . . . ,  m, j  = 1 , . . . ,  k - 1, the ith from above red square in the 
column j is not higher than the ith red square in the column j + 1. 
Conversely, any such picture satisfying (*) uniquely determines a monotone 
Boolean function. 
Let the columns of the rectangle be indexed by 1 . . . . .  k from right to left; and the 
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rows by -n ,  . . . ,  m - 1 from bottom to top; so that the upper face of a cube (a, b, c) 
should appear in the square (a, b - c). Denote the rectangle obtained from Xt by Rt. 
It is not difficult to understand how the operations e and So can be defined in these 
terms. 
For se, consider all vertical dominoes (i.e. (1 × 2)-rectangles) inside our rectangle for 
which the sum of co-ordinates of the upper square is even (resp. odd for so). The 
operation then consists of interchanging squares inside each of the chosen dominoes 
whenever this does not lead to violating the condition (*) (Figure l(c)). The situations 
in which squares of a dominoe are not interchanged are shown in Figure l(d). 
Now we shall represent the whole sequence (Rt) as a 2-dimensional picture that is 
easy to work with. 
For each Rt, construct Sc----a column of squares indexed by -n  + 1 , . . . ,  k + m - 1 
from bottom to top---by the following procedure: 
1. For each square of St, choose one of its two diagonals; the diagonal from the left 
upper comer if the square's number is of the same parity as t, and the other one 
otherwise. 
2. Assign to every chosen diagonal empty set of colours. 
3. For each red square (i, j) of R,, add the colour i to the set of colours assigned to the 
diagonal in the square i + j  of St. 
Now we collect all columns St into an infinite horizontal strip of width p = 
k + m + n -  1, and draw there all the required diagonals. If a diagonal is assigned 
several colours, we draw several parallel lines, one of each colour, very close to one 
another; with lines of smaller colours above those of larger colours. If a diagonal has no 
colours, we do not draw it. See Figure l(e,f) and Figure 2. 
The above description may seem messy, but it is justified by the clearness of the 
ensuing picture. Indeed, we shall prove that the picture consists of .several continuous 
diagonal lines reflecting alternately from the upper and the lower edges of the strip and 
occasionally changing their colour. 
Let Q = (x, y) be the square with the index y in the column Sx; suppose that it 
contains an empty-coloured diagonal. Suppose also that x +y  is odd; so that the 
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diagonal goes upwards--the case of x + y even is treated similarly. Let s =se if x is 
even, and s = so otherwise; thus Rx+l = s(Rx). Then all squares of Rx contributing to 
the colour of Q are the lower halves of dominoes determining the transformation 
s--with one possible xception of a square on the upper side of R~ not covered by any 
domino. By our assumption, all these squares are empty. Therefore s actually 
transposes the squares in all these dominoes (none of the situations in Figure l(d) can 
arise). So, in S~+1 we have either the square (x + 1, y + 1) with an empty-coloured 
upward diagonal or (when y = k + m - 1, and Q is the top square of Sx) the square 
(x + 1, y) with an empty-coloured downward iagonal--as required. 
Note also that at each intersection of diagonals the collection of sets to the left of the 
intersection point is the same as that to the right of it. 
Now we are able to prove part (a) of the theorem. Let p be prime, and let N be the 
length of the orbit. We disregard the colours of the diagonals, and consider only the 
distribution of empty and non-empty diagonals in the columns. Their distribution 
repeats itself after 2p steps, and after 2N steps. Hence, it repeats itself after (2p, 2N) 
steps. Note that in each column there are at most km non-empty diagonals. If 
n > (k -  1)(m- 1) then p >km;  therefore each column contains both empty and 
non-empty diagonals; and their distribution cannot be repeated after just 2 steps. Thus, 
(2p, 2N) = 2p, and N is divisible by p. 
To prove part (b) we need to study more closely the rules by which colours of 
diagonals are changed at intersections. 
The property (*) in new terms reads as follows: 
( * * ) In any column St, for any 1 <<- l <~ m, 1 <~ i < j ~ k, the lth line of  colour i from 
above lies below the lth line of  colour j. 
Now the recolouring rule can be stated very simply: 
Every line continues in the same direction with the same colour while this does not lead 
to violating (* * ); then the line is reflected. 
In particular, every upward diagonal of colour k will reach the top of the picture; and 
every downward iagonal of colour 1 will reach the bottom. 
When k ~> 3, this rule does not help much; but for k = 2 one more translation is 
enough to make the situation completely understandable. 
Let k = 2. For any t, consider the squares 
(2 t -n+l , -n+l ) , (2 t -n+2, -n+2) , . . . , (2 t+m+l ,m+l ) .  
Each of them is either empty or contains a downward diagonal of one of the three 
possible colour combinations. Define a word W, of length l = m + n + 1 in the alphabet 
{'(', ')', ')(', 'O'} corresponding to this sequence of squares, substituting 
'Q' for an empty square; 
'(' for a diagonal of colour 1; 
')' for a diagonal of colour 2' 
')(' for a diagonal of colour {1, 2}. 
Using the condition ( * * ) and continuity of coloured lines, it is easy to see that each 
word W, is bracket-balanced; i.e. that W, contains equally many opening and closing 
brackets, and in every initial segment of W, there are at least as many opening brackets 
as closing ones. 
Each W~ uniquely determines the whole picture; the rule for obtaining W~+1 = ~,(W~) 
from Wt being as follows: 
if V¢~ = @A1 then ~b(Wt) = A1@; 
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i f  Wt = (At)A2 then ~b(Wt) = At(A2); 
i f  Wt = (AO(" " ")(At)At+t, i 32 ,  then ¢(Wt) =A, (A2) ( ' '  ")(Ai)(Ai+O. (Az, A2 . . . .  a re  
balanced subwords, possibly empty.) 
Let us prove this. Let V = W, =vl ' "v ,  and W = w~+l = wa ' "wv  Consider the 
squares 
(2 t -n  +2,  -n  + 1), (2 t -n  +3,  -n  +2)  . . . . .  (2 t+m +2,  m +1).  
They form an upward diagonal. Let Z = (zl . . . .  , zt) be the corresponding sequence of 
colours; we have zl = vl. If vl = '0 '  then this whole diagonal is empty, therefore all 
downward diagonals pass through it unchanged, and we have (w i . . . .  , wt_0= 
(v2, • •. ,  vt), wt = 'O ' - -as  required. 
Thus, let vl = ' ( ' .  Then, for some l<~p<q >~l, we have zl . . . . .  Zp=' (  ', Zp+l = 
. . . .  zq-i  = ')(', zq . . . . .  zz = ')'. The continuity of colours now implies that w,. = v~+t 
for all 1 ~< i ~< l - 1 except i =p  and i = q, and w I = zt = ')'; and either 
p + 1 = q, Vp+~ = ')', Wp = '('; or 
p + 1 < q, vp.l  = ')(', wp = '(', Vq+l = ')', wp = ')('. 
On the other hand, the recolouring rule implies that the subwords v2""Vp  and 
Vq.l • • • vt are bracket-balanced. The claim follows. 
Now the following property of the operation ~ can easily be proved by induction: 
I f  w = uv with u, v balanced, then dflUl(w) = vu. 
Applying it to w =wt = u, v empty, we obtain wt.lw j. . . . . .  w,, and part (b) of the 
theorem is proved. [] 
We conclude with some comments. 
The number of antichains in P is 
0! 1! .  • • (k -  1)! • (m +n) !  (m +n + 1)! • • • (m +n +k-  1)! 
m! (m + 1)! • • • (m +k-  1 ) ! -n !  (n + 1) ! . .  • (n +k-  1)! 
This formula follows from [1, Theorem 11.2], and the proof presented there is 
non-elementary. 
When p = k + m + n - 1 is prime this number  is obviously divisible by p. Theorem 6 
gives a bijective proof of this fact; but only in the case in which n > (k - 1)(m - 1). We 
conjecture that this restriction can be removed. 
CONJECTURE. If  p = m + n + k - 1 is prime, then the length of every orbit of f on 
antichains of [k] × Ira] × [n] is divisible by p. 
It is quite probable that this conjecture can be proved along the lines of our proof of 
Theorem 6; in fact, numerous experiments uggest that the colours 1 and k always 
repeat themselves after 2p steps (even if p is not prime), but we have been unable to 
prove this. 
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